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ABSTRACT:The exponential progression in Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine learning, Robotics technology, 

and automation is quickly changing businesses and social orders around the world. The way we work, the way we live, and the 

way we associated with others are anticipated to be changed at a speed and scale past anything we have watched in human 

history. This unused mechanical transformation is anticipated, on one hand, to upgrade and make strides our lives and social 

orders. On the other hand, it has the potential to cause major changes in our way of life and our societal standards. The window 

of opportunity to get it these technologies' affect and pre-empt their negative impacts is closing quickly. Humankind should be 

proactive, instead of receptive, in overseeing this new industrial insurgency. This paper is intend to put light of impact of AI on 

Humankind 

IndexTerms–AI,learning,Automation 

I INTRODUCTION: 

Artificial Intelligence is an approach to create a computer, a robot, or an item think how smart humans think. AI is 
all about  how the human brain considers, learns, chooses, and works when it tries to illuminate issues. And at long 
last, this ponders yields cleverly program frameworks. The point of AI is to move forward computer capacities that 
are related to human information, for case, thinking, learning, and problem-solving. 
The desires of AI studies are reasoning, information representation, planning, learning, herbal language processing, 
realization, and the cap potentialto transport and control objects. There are long-time perioddesires in 
standardintelligence. It is basic that AI has empowered machines to get it verbal 
commands, recognize pictures and writings, and do much more distant superior than a human. For occasion, 
Amazon’s Alexa or Apple’s Siri, or Google’s Hi Google. These are classic cases of manufactured insights that takes in 
verbal commands and performs them with ease. Given the rate at which machine 
learning, profound learning,National Dialect Programming, prescient AI, and other related concepts are developing, 
it isn’t a unimportant visualization to anticipate that one-day machines will walk among us imitating all human 
behaviours with panache. The current AI frameworks are much able of dealing with complex calculations at 
a huge speed. They can handle gigantic information sets and make precise predictions. 
 
II HUMAN INTELLIGENCE VERSUS AI: 

A human being is a creator of various technologies but can he beat creations by God? Here we are talking about the comparison 

of Human intelligence with Artificial intelligence. An intelligence created by the human can go far or not looking into this we 

are focusing few important aspects which can beat AI. 

The human being is blessed with a so-called sixth sense that allows to identify or predict those happenings which are even not 

imaginable. But, it is not with AI as it depends on learning provided by the data set or learned by the environment. Although the 

efficiency, availability, and speed are few things which are unbeatable by the human in compare of AI-enabled machines. 

Emotions are another major concerns that differentiate us from machines. During AI development researchers and developers are 

accommodating this feature but seem to be a challenge. Identifying mixed emotions a person is going through is understandable 

by humans but not machines. We can’t deny that we are being dependent on technologies that are automating our tasks, but they 

are still in a phase that can be challenged by human capability. How can we forget that machines learn from us and can add on 

themselves in that learning? so if machines will behave intelligent same as a human then will eradicate our better future. 

II USANCE OF AI 

 

i. Gaming − AI plays an imperative part for machines to think of an expansive number of conceivable positions based 

on profound information in key diversions. for illustration, ludo, river crossing, chess and N-Queen problems etc.  

ii. Natural Language Processing − Connected with the computer that gets its characteristic dialect talked by humans.  

iii. Expert Frameworks − Machine or program give clarification and exhortation to the users. ·  

iv. Vision Frameworks − Frameworks get it, clarify, and portray visual input on the computer. 
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v. Speech Acknowledgment − There are a few AI-based discourse acknowledgment frameworks that have 

the capacity to listen and express sentences and get it their implications whereas individual talks to them. 

For illustration Siri and Google assistant. 

vi. ·Handwriting Acknowledgment − The penmanship acknowledgment computer 

program peruses the content composed on paper and recognizes the shapes of the letters and changes over it into 

editable text. 

vii. Intelligent Robots − Robots are able to perform the enlightening given by a human. 

When we talk about the impact of AI in our lives then we should not neglect its negatives also, although we are more towards the 

positive site but when we look into the deepest of AI then we could identify risk associated with it. So in this section we are 

discussing positive and negative(Risk)impact of AI in our lives. 

III IMPACT OF AI TO OUR LIVES: 

3.1 Negative 

   3.1.1. Risk of Job: The efficiencies and other monetary benefits of code-based machine knowledge will keep on upsetting all 

parts of human work. While some expect new positions will arise, others stress over gigantic occupation misfortunes, broadening 

monetary partitions, and social disturbances, including libertarian uprisings. 

 3.1.2. Privacy of Data:Most AI apparatuses are and will be in the possession of organizations taking a stab at benefits or 

governments making progress toward power. Qualities and morals are frequently not prepared into the computerized frameworks 

settling on individuals' choices for them. These frameworks are worldwide organized and difficult to manage or get control over. 

 3.1.3 Slow down the thought process:Decision-making on key perspectives of advanced life is consequently ceded to code-

driven, "dark box" instruments. Individuals need input and don't learn the setting approximately how the devices work. 

They give up autonomy, security and control over choice; they have no control over these forms. 

This impact will extend as mechanized frameworks ended up more predominant and complex. 

 3.1.4 Anarchy:A few anticipate assist disintegration of conventional socio-political structures and 

the plausibility of extraordinary misfortune of lives due to quickened development of independent military applications and 

the utilize of weaponized data, lies, and publicity to perilously destabilizing human bunches. A few too fear cybercriminals' 

reach into financial frameworks. 

3.2 POSITIVE IMPACT: 

 3.2.1. Contribution of AI in Healthcare: AI is helping in fast diagnosis of disease so that the immediate treatment can be 

started. This starts with feeding the physical report to the system and identify illness or defects if any including its severity.AI 

enable systems are also contributing in surgeries with less damage and error. 

 3.2.2. Assistance in Our Daily Life: Some AI enabled systems are assisting us in our daily life, Like google assistance not only 

help to search a content from web moreover help to perform certain other functions of mobile like while driving. These assistants 

also helping students with their studies based doubts. 

3.2.3. Chatbot Based Help: AI helped to solve any doubts or queries 24*7 without intervention of human. Chatbots help to 

reply one’s queries any moment of time without tiredness and with same feel as human is replying. 

3.2.4. Less Error due to Fatigueless:Human blunder within the workforce is unavoidable and regularly expensive, the more 

noteworthy the level of weariness, the higher the chance of mistakes happening. Al innovation, in any case, does 

not endure from weariness or enthusiastic diversion. It spares mistakes and can finish the obligation quicker and more precisely. 

 3.2.5.Socially helpful robots : Pets are prescribed to senior citizens to ease 

their pressure and decrease blood weight, uneasiness, forlornness, and increment social interaction. Presently cyborgs have 

been recommended to go with those forlorn ancient people, indeed to assist do a few house chores. Restorative robots and the 

socially assistive robot innovation offer assistance move forward the quality of life for seniors and physically challenged 

CONCLUSION: 

As gradually and slowly we are included in AI and it is reaching to remain in our world due to its more positive impacts over the 

negative ones. Every coin has its two faces and this can be genuine in case of any advancement or unused technology.AI is 

spreading its wings in our life with parts of its positive impacts. But we ought to be 

more mindful whereas utilizing or making AI-based frameworks as they can have a few destructive or negative affect as 

well. Over all, we must concern our morals as well which are not known to any Innovation priorily.AI make our 

life simple and quick with such a superb presence in nearly each field like healthcare, social media, and others. But 

being subordinate and blindfolded for anything can hurt us as well. So as it were a have to be  

cautious whereas utilizing any innovation is the as it were key fixing to be secure in today’s world. 
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